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Ethernet Passive Optical Networks (McGraw-Hill Communications Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2005
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO EPON 
 Written by one of the authors of the IEEE802.3ah standard, this is the first book to fully explain the EPON architecture, analyze its performance, and annotate the standard.
 Clearly addressing efficiency, performance, and implementation issues, Ethernet Passive Optical Networks...
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Integration of ICT in Smart OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The production and service of the 21st century is based on distributed or networked organizations. The denomination of these organizations can be different (extended-, virtual-, smart-organization, etc.), but there are some main important common characteristics. In this type of organizations, flexible, independent organizational and production...
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Hacking Exposed: Network Security Secrets & SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2000
In today's round-the-clock, hyper-connected, all-digital economy, computer security is everyone's business. Hacking Exposed: Network Security Secrets & Solutions, Second Edition brings even more in-depth insight into how hackers infiltrate e-business, and how they can be stopped. Security insiders Stuart McClure, Joel Scambray, and George Kurtz...
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AJAX: Creating Web Pages with Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Bruce Perens' Open Source Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The Easy, Example-Based Guide to Ajax for Every Web Developer

 

Using Ajax, you can build Web applications with the sophistication and usability of traditional desktop

...
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Agent-Based Hybrid Intelligent SystemsSpringer, 2004
Many complex problems, such as financial investment planning, involve many different components or sub-tasks, each of which requires different types of processing. To solve such complex problems, a great diversity of intelligent techniques, including traditional hard computing techniques (e.g., expert systems) and soft computing techniques (e.g.,...
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Symbian OS Communications ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Welcome to the updated edition of Symbian OS Communications Programming! In this book we’ll introduce you to much of the major communications functionality in Symbian OS and demonstrate how to perform common tasks in each area.

For this new edition we’ve started from scratch to produce chapters that are relevant to you as...
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Personal Web Usage in the Workplace: A Guide to Effective Human Resources ManagementInformation Science Publishing, 2003
An important aspect of managing human capital in the 21st century workplace is managing the interface between humans and information technology, particularly the World Wide Web. The Web has changed not only how and where business is conducted, but also how and where work is done. Personal web usage has created many desirable organizational...
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Influence: Gaining Commitment, Getting Results (Center for Creative Leadership)Pfeiffer, 2007
Influence is an essential component of leadership. Your position in an organization and the power it gives you aren’t always enough to motivate people to do what you ask. Developing your influence skills can help you gain commitment from people at all levels: direct reports, peers, and bosses.

This book includes an assessment tool...
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An Introduction to Modeling and Simulation of Particulate Flows (Computational Science and Engineering)SIAM, 2007
The relatively recent increase in computational power available for mathematical modeling and simulation raises the possibility that modern numerical methods can play a significant role in the analysis of complex particulate flows. This introductory monograph focuses on basic models and physically based computational solution strategies for the...
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The Economics of Open Source Software DevelopmentElsevier Limited, 2006
Open Source Software (OSS) development appears to present a stark contrast to traditional production and innovation methods and an unlikely contestant in the marketplace. Some of the most striking features are that OSS development is based on contributions of volunteer programmers, that these programmers only associated with each other through...
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Software Testing and Quality Assurance: Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A superior primer on software testing and quality assurance, from integration to execution and automation
This important new work fills the pressing need for a user-friendly text that aims to provide software engineers, software quality professionals, software developers, and students with the fundamental developments in testing theory and...
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The Essential Handbook of Ground-Water SamplingCRC Press, 2006
Tremendous improvements in ground-water sampling methodologies and analytical technologies have made it possible to collect and analyze truly representative samples to detect increasingly lower levels of contaminants—now in the sub-parts-per-billion range. Though these new methods produce more accurate and precise data and are less expensive,...
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